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When I began Law Schoolnot so
many years ago I was confronted
with educational methods really
not so different from those of Pro-
fessor Kingsfield in the movie
"Paper Chase." Each day my
classmates and I wouldprepare by
reading appellate cases. The
classroom experience almost in-
variably consisted of the teacher
asking for the facts of the case,
and then posing a series of varia-
tions on the basic case or varia-
tions on a hypothetical. The
casebooks contained almost ex-
clusively appellate opinions, often
followed by a short number of
cryptic questions and Delphiccita-
tions to statutes, or perhaps a sec-
tion from the Restatements. The
teacher seemed to make it a point
of honor not to answer any of his
own questions, and to a student
question the answer was most
often, "What do you think, Mr.
Hart?"

Some minor modifications were
encountered in the second and
third years. On occasion a law
review article was assigned
(though rarely discussed.) Some
classes involved problem-solving,
in which the problems displaced
the single hypothetical as the
backdrop against which to study
appellate opinions. But largely,
one learned "case-analysis" in
nearly every class, and the
method was a mixture of Socratic
questioning and lectures, with
Socratic questioning being almost
the exclusive methodology in the
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first year. The objective was to
learn legal doctrine, and to learn
how it grew, or changed, or didn't
change. Nowthis is not to say that
the form of legal training just de-
scribed was so terrible. I per-
sonally enjoyed most of it. And I'm
certainly not suggesting that a
visitor to the University of
Wisconsin Law School would find
no casebooks in evidence for first
year classes, nor any Socratic
questioning. I do think its fair to
say, however; that there is a great
deal that is new in legal education
and that new techniques have en-
tered even the first year.

A brief summary of some of
these changes may be in order
here. I will necessarily draw on my
own experience, but I believe my
own practices are not at all atypi-
cal, and that one can generalize
from them to the law school as a
whole.

The New Technologies:
Some of the changes in teaching

may be a result simply of changes
in what is possible. The University
of Wisconsin Law School is fortu-
nate to have an outstanding
photo-reproduction center, capa-
ble of providing.hundreds of copies
of photo-reproduced teaching
materials on relatively short
notice. As a consequence many
teachers choose to customize
teaching materials to their own
tastes, to meet the objectives of
the course as they see them. Few

courses are taught without some
kind of photocopied supplement,
and many courses use only photo-
copied materials. A second year
student mentioned to me the
other day that in three semesters
of law school she had collected
only three bound books! Law book
publishing companies necessarily
must take a conservative ap-
proach to what they publish. To
the extent that this causes law
teaching materials to be less im-
aginative than they could be, the
photocopy machine has to a large
extent solved the problem. If no
national casebook embodies a par-
ticular approach to a course one
can feasibly simply create a new
book in photocopied form, or sup-
plement the national casebook.
One can take a chance one year
and try something unusual; if the
risk doesn't payoff, the materials
can simply be omitted for the next
year.

Another advantage is that one
can supplement the case
materials with extracts from
briefs, transcripts, letters, news-
paper or magazine articles, etc.
And one can add these current
materials long before they could
ever be added to a published
casebook. In fact, many of the
"handouts" are materials that one
would rarely find in a casebook.
For example we recently supple-
mented the well-known case of
Hawkins v. McGee ("the Hairy
Hand" case) with an account of
Hawkins' life subsequent to the
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litigation. I would estimate that
the materials currently being used
by a number of the contracts
teachers contain at least a dozen
handouts of the "clipping" variety,
designed most often to vivify what
to the students might otherwise
appear to be sterile doctrinal
puzzles.

The photocopy machine is not
the only piece of new equipment in
the Law School. A cabinet in the
moot court room contains a first
class black and white videotape
machine. The equipment allows
the law school to create its own
videotape cassettes. This in turn
allows a teacher to do stop-action
critiques of students learning trial
advocacy, interviewing, negotiat-
ing, and other critical skills. The
videotape facility is less fre-
quently used in the context of the
first year, but it did allow us to
tape a visiting speaker last year so
that we will be able to give stu-
dents access to the talk in the
future. One of the criminal law
teachers used the videotape
facility to tape a mock plea
bargaining session which was
then analyzed by the class. The
members of the class had pre-
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viously engaged in plea-bargain-
ing sessions with one another, and
so the videotaped session could act
as a bench-mark against which to
evaluate their own experiences.
(In my own law school experience
we spent almost no time talking
about plea-bargaining - perhaps
because it had no doctrinal con-
tent?)

A room in the library is the
home of the LEXIS legal research
computer. The computer is used
by some teachers and students but
is not presently a major part of the
educational experience of most
students.

New Attitudes:
Most of the differences in the

classroom experiences of present
students are the product,
however, not so much of changes
in technologies as of changes in
attitudes of the faculty about legal
education. My legal education
seemed devoted almost ex-
clusively to studying legal
doctrine. We studied past deci-
sions as a sailor must study his
charts, and spoke about the cur-
rents and the changing shoals of
doctrine. We rarely addressed the

ways in which trial court decisions
might differ from appellate opin-
ions, the tactical concerns affect-
ing the shaping oflawsuits by con-
tending parties, the process of
negotiation, or the fact that an at-
torney's letter to a client is the
form of legal opinion most com-
monly encountered after gradua-
tion. Although a great deal of time
is still spent by nearly everyone
acquainting students with the
twists and turns of legal doctrine,
many have broadened the concep-
tion of what is worth doing in the
classroom. Another example may
prove useful here. In discussing
the question of capacity-to-con-
tract in the first year contracts
course, we often confront the stu-
dents with competing standards.
Here, for example, one standard
has been whether the alleged in-
competent was "wholly and ab-
solutely unable to understand the
nature of the transaction." This
strict standard can be contrasted
with one which would relieve per-
sons of contracts if the agreement
was entered into "under the com-
pulsion of a mental disease or dis-
order but for which the contract
would not have been made." Too



often a discussionof these compet-
ing standards sounds like political
philosophy. Not that political
philosophy is not involved.But the
discussion of the issue can be
enriched if students are con-
fronted with a transcript of a trial
in which the more liberal stan-
dard was urged, so that the stu-
dents have the opportunity to see
the kinds of testimony that will
likely be available on such an
issue. It also provides an oppor-
tunity to talk briefly about the
constraints that evidentiary re-'
quirements place on doctrine, as
well as giving students a glimpse
of the manner in which a case is
transformed when it is distilled in
an appellate opinion. A steady diet
of appellate opinions in law school,
as a means of learning how to
function in the legal system, is too
much like studying whale oil and
corset stays in order to learn
about whales. Some of the
changes in legal education seem to
involve giving students more fre-
quent glances of the whole whale ..

Some faculty members in upper
level classes have largely aban-
doned the analysis of cases as the
focus for class discussion. Instead,
they pose problems which require
that students put themselves in
the roles of attorneys giving ad-
vice. The members of the class
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might be expected to draft a mo-
tion, or write a letter to a client.
They are encouraged to consider
not only the teachings of statutes
and cases, but the problems of ob-
taining proof, the costs of litiga-
tion considered against the
benefits of the tactical or strategic
benefits of one course of action as
opposed to another. Such exer-
cises are usually referred to as
simulations or "role-playing" and
might, for example, involve the
use of the video tape equipment
mentioned earlier.

One of my own pet concerns is
to train students to be self-con-
scious about the process of
negotiation. In courses in con-
tracts, remedies, and patents and
copywrights, I have created situa-
tions which require students to
negotiate contracts, or settle cases
short of litigation. In more than
one instance, this required the
generation of mock files from
which negotiations could proceed.
In most cases, we took class time
to talk about the dynamics of
negotiation and settlement. I
know that some other teachers of
first year students have used simi-
lar exercises in their classes.

I have not touched at all on the
clinical programs in my brief
sketch of changes in methodology
in law school training, since I am
not involved in any of the clinical
programs, and I could not possibly
do them justice in the short space
available to me here. Suffice it to
say that many students have the
opportunity to represent real
clients and to discuss their ex-
periences with faculty super-
visors.

New Atmosphere:
Finally a word should be said

about the atmosphere in classes.
Since I didn't attend the UW Law
School I really can't say that
things have changed here. I can
say that the atmosphere in
classes, here, now, seems quite
different from the atmosphere in
the classes I attended as a student
10years ago. There was in most of
these classes (and certainly in the
first year classes) a terrific

amount of tension. Students were
made to feel that they were "on
the line" when called upon, and
many were humiliated when they
were unable to respond ade-
quately. One simply was not per-
mitted to be unprepared - and a
student might choose to stay away
from class rather than run the
risk of being caught in error in
class. There were, of course, posi-
tive features to this system, one of
them being that we were trained
to be responsible for everything
we said, and as a consequence we
developed the habit of being pre-
cise and weighing words carefully.
But after teaching first year
courses here for six years, I'm per-
suaded that the "bootcamp" theo-
ry of law school is obsolete. Some
students benefited under the old
regime, but many others were un-
necessarily intimidated by the
first year experience.

Ironically, under the traditional
regimen it was usually the case
that the pressure was largely
removed during the second and
third years. Personally I
wholeheartedly agree that law
school should prepare students to
be responsible for the quality of
their work, but my own belief is
that we should be more supportive
during the first year and more de-
manding during the third. There
are more than enough reasons for
a first year student to work
hard - they hardly need to be
frightened into diligence. Conver-
sations with other teachers, stu-
dents, and some ofthe members of
the law school visitation commit-
tee lead me to believe that the UW
Law School has abandoned most
of what was counter-productive
about the once predominant boot-
camp methodology and that the
new methods constitute improve-
ments over the old.
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